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Bullying Ends Here is an educational
program that will not only change lives,
but saves them!
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‘Bullying Ends Here’ is a one hour presentation for youth
or adults, aimed at all forms of bullying including cyberbullying.
Tad Milmine, Founder of Bullying Ends Here, goes to schools,
corporations and community groups to speak to kids,
teens and adults about his courageous story.
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Tad Milmine is requested around the world for his award
winning presentation and proven results.
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s we head off for
the summer and get
lost in the endless
days of sun, we keep in mind
that the year hasn’t been
without its challenges for
the mortgage industry. More
specifically, those challenges
began in October 2016 when
the federal government
introduced sweeping new
rules for the sector. Among
them was a stress test that
made it more difficult for
people to get or renew a
mortgage, despite less than a
third of one per cent of home
loans going into default. Since
then, we’ve heard countless stories from brokers and their
clients about just how much of an impact the government’s
new rules have had on regular folks, and I will continue to
argue the changes hurt regular Canadians.
But as you can read on page 35, we here at DLC and others
across the industry aren’t going to just accept the changes.
I, along with industry leaders like the Mortgage Professionals
Canada (MPC), spent the better part of spring in Ottawa and
wherever we were invited trying to bend the ear of the federal
government. That included a submission to the Standing
Committee on Finance and presentation to the Bank of
Canada. We want politicians and government officials to get
a better understanding of their changes and the effect on
the public.
So far, it’s too early to
tell what impact our efforts
have had. Fortunately,
the 2017 federal budget
didn’t bring in even more
restrictions, but there was
no relief either. While we
hold out hope for a reversal
or a middle ground, we’re
also not going to go
away. If there’s something
positive that’s come out of
CONNECT
Check out or blog at
the mortgage changes, the
dominionlending.ca/news
industry has come together
for all the latest mortgage
and home news
in a way like no other in the
past. We vow to keep up
the pressure in the future.
6
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and celebrate!
Canada turns 150 years
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Family, Lifestyle, Home Business + More
From Dominion Lending Centres

Outside

Box

the

The quest for
affordability is turning
up some extraordinary
housing solutions

»

By Jeremy Deutsch

IN THIS ISSUE
Bif Naked rocks the
house • Healthy salad
rolls for summer
• Canada 150: Why we
love being Canadian
• Backyard weddings
• Terry Fox’s house

STOCKSY, KAROLINA TUREK
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Outside
the

box

F

or most Canadians, a home comes in just
a few different varieties. It’s either a singlefamily, wood-frame house, townhome,
condo or high-rise. In the quest to find
less expensive housing, alternatives to
the conventional home were bound to get serious
traction. From container homes to tiny homes and
even the centuries-old design of a yurt, Canadians
and Canadian manufacturers are starting to look at
the home in an entirely different way.

Daniel Croft is the vice president
of Giant Container Services, a Toronto
company that’s been converting shipping
containers into places to live since the
beginning of the decade. The company
has its roots in the trucking industry. In the
early 2000s Croft’s grandfather started
noticing these containers being used for
storage. The company bought 100 and
after a few years, a new division was born
to turn the containers into homes. Since
then, Croft noted business has been brisk.
10
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“We’re seeing a huge interest in
container homes,” he says, noting some
of the company’s projects include
condominiums built out of hundreds of
containers. However, he noted at this point,
most of his clients are using the containers
as a vacation property home.
Giant Containers offers four to five
different models ranging from 320 to
1,000 square feet at a cost $85 a square
foot. While the containers are basically
just a prefabricated steel structure, Croft

Nomad Micro Homes
sells the 156-squarefoot Cube for about
$32,000. Some
assembly required

says they’re built like a house, and include
electrical and plumbing like a traditional
build. He says his company also helps
guide owners through the process of
erecting the containers.
Croft sees the prefabrication of living
structures, like containers, as the future
of home ownership, noting they can be
transported at low costs and can last longer
than a conventional wood frame home.
“Our demographic knows they want to
be in a container house, they like the look
and feel of it and the sustainability aspect,”
he says, noting his customers range in age
from millennials to couples in their 40s.
“This is something I’ve really been behind… I
really do think this is the future of building.”
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Described as a “do-it-yourself kit home,”
the Cube makes for affordable infill
housing or vacation property
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Financing an
Alternative
Across the country in B.C., Nomad Micro
Homes is also seeing a surge of interest in
its product. The company offers two types
of micro homes, the most popular being its
156-square foot Nomad Cube, which also
comes with a 100-square foot loft. The Cube
will set you back about $32,000.
The company’s founder and CEO, Ian
Kent, describes the product as a “do it
yourself” kit home, similar to something
you’d buy in Ikea that can be put together
very quickly. While they may be simple, he
notes people can live in them as a primary
residence. Nomad’s homes also aren’t on
wheels, like some versions of tiny homes.
The company sells about 20 to 30
of their homes a year, but Nomad can
increase its scale to produce thousands of
units if needed. Kent sees the tiny home
as one answer to a rental supply crisis
gripping B.C.’s Lower Mainland.
“It’s an extremely low-impact backyard
dwelling,” he said. Nobody cares about it,
you’re not going to bother anybody with
it, and you’re going to provide the most
affordable housing in the Lower Mainland.”
Indeed, cities and governments are
starting to recognize and consider these
less typical ways to live. In 2016, the City of
Vancouver put out a request for proposals
to build 300 containers for temporary
housing for the homeless. The city has also
led the way in approving laneway homes.
Avi Friedman, a professor of architecture
at McGill University in Montreal, believes the
shrinking size of the home is a reflection of
the economy—building larger homes costs
more—and a change in
demography as families
become smaller.
He suggested buyers
want bigger homes to
start with, but when
millennials especially
enter the market, they’re
just not able to afford
the size of dwelling their
parents owned.
In the past, Friedman
notes, many people’s
first home was a single
family house, but today
most people begin
their adult life in an
apartment. “We are now
(2) NOMAD Micro Homes Inc., Yurta
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John Hsu, a mortgage expert with
DLC’s Team Calla in Port Coquitlam,
B.C., offers a few key considerations
when financing prefabricated homes:
It’s only possible to get a
mortgage on the property if
it’s de-registered and permanently
affixed to land that is owned already
or being purchased by the buyer.
Otherwise, it’s considered a chattel
loan (similar to an auto loan).
The age of the pre-fab home
determines the maximum
amortization on the loan. You can
only amortize the property for five
years less than the expected
remaining economic life of the home.
A minimum of 20 per cent
down payment is required for
the purchase of the prefab and the
lot if they are being purchased at the
same time. If the lot is already
owned, then how you finance the
structure depends on how much
existing equity is in the land.
Location is important. If the
area where the pre-fab is to be
placed is remote, the chances of
obtaining financing are very slim.
These are the main points but
Hsu advises buyers to keep in mind
that lenders are always changing
their requirements; they frequently
change their stance on whether they
are lending on these properties or
not. A DLC mortgage specialist will
be your best source of information
on financing for such homes.

1

2

archaic bylaws that have been introduced
in the 1940s and ’50s and see how they
can be readjusted to current economic
and social reality,” he says.
But if the container or tiny home isn’t
your thing, there’s a centuries-old way
of living to put you more in touch with
nature. The yurt design is essentially
that of a circular tent. Patrick Ladisa, the
president of Yurta, a yurt manufacturer in
Toronto, says he’s always been interested
in minimalist architecture and, in 2004, his
company built its first yurt, meant to be
used as relief shelter.
“It really was a cost-effective living
shelter. That was our core market for
years,” he explains.

3

4

living in a time where there are so many
critical changes,” he says.
While the professor agrees these
alternative homes can help alleviate the
housing pressures in areas like Toronto and
Vancouver, he wouldn’t want to see tiny
homes in all communities. Instead, he sees
these homes integrated among a range of
housing options.
Friedman also called on municipalities
to be innovative, allowing for flexible
designs to address the housing issues.
“What municipalities can do is revisit

Yurta’s tent structures can be
had for as little as $7,500. No
indoor plumbing, though

The company makes three sizes of yurts,
the most popular being 17 feet in diameter
with a price range between $7,500 to
$20,000, depending on options. Some of
those options include windows and a solid
door. What you won’t likely see is much
indoor plumbing. Ladisa noted the attraction
to the yurt compared to the container or tiny
home is a desire to be close to nature and a
connection to the outdoors.
However the business has evolved
into the recreational market for people
using the structures as a guest space at a
cottage, or in place of a cabin in the woods.
The small company with six employees
expects to sell out of its yurts for the year
by the summer. Customers come from
across the country.
“The cost of housing is increasing and
finding a way to live inexpensively or have
a livable shelter that’s cost-effective… but
still has dignified living, that’s a key part for
us,” Ladisa says.
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Bif Naked talks about blending
home ownership with the rock
and roll lifestyle

B

if Naked is a true survivor. Besides flourishing
in the ever-changing music industry for more
than two decades and releasing several
successful albums, the Canadian songwriter, actress
and author also most importantly is a breast cancer
survivor. Now in her mid-40s, Bif is feeling good and
continuing to create, currently working on a new
record and an upcoming Canadian tour. Our House
Magazine caught up with iconic rocker to talk
about music, her health and the place she lays her
head at night—her home.
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Let me start off by asking,
what’s new?

For me being a self-employed artist, I kind of
have no real schedule. I dictate the schedule
myself. I’ve been writing a new record for the
last year, and in between doing that, we do
shows, either the full rock band or acoustic
shows, just my husband and myself. And it’s
been really great. I put a book (I, Bificus)
out last year, which was three long years in
the making. It finally came out. Basically
toured Canada a couple times partly
to support the book. We developed
a show that was a concert evening
that incorporated a book reading
as well. It was amazing and we’re
just about to embark on that
again this summer.
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So you’re busy?
Yes, it’s fun though. I love it. I love
performing. I don’t know any different.

first time in my life I didn’t play 300 shows
a year. I looked at it as a real blessing. I was
home with my dogs, and it was fantastic.

Where did you find your
inspiration to write the book?

How long have you lived in your
Vancouver apartment?

It was a memoir, and my manager really
badgered me into doing it. I just kind of
thought it was conceited. “Wait a minute,
I’m only in my 40s—am I really going to
write a memoir?” But he talked me into it
and he’s a smart businessman. While we
were still making the record he said we
need to get something out there in the
world that can be a revenue source for
you. Nowadays, music is not a revenue
source. It’s really zero. It’s very daunting in
this digital age to keep going; most people
in music now have a plan B because they
really have to. Someone like myself, I was
fortunate to have a long career so far. We
don’t have private planes or Lamborghinis,
[but] I always said if I can pay the rent and
feed my dog then I was a success.

This apartment I bought in 2006. I was
really fortunate—my manager’s wife was
a Realtor, and it was lucky I got into this
building because they lived in this building.
Now I know almost all the people in my
tower, and most of them are seniors. I
used to say I’m the crappiest person in my
building; that’s how I know I’m safe. I’m the
one they’re afraid of. I feel very lucky. The
costs have really climbed, strata fees go up,
they had building levies. It’s a struggle.

What advice would you give
someone who wants to have a
career in music?
I think it’s just changed so much with the
internet now, I don’t know if everyone can
do it. I think that it’s good to have a plan
B always. I always thought I would go into
healthcare. I always thought I would do
something like that if I wasn’t doing music.
If you can live a very austere life, you can
be a self-employed artist for sure.

Do you do a lot of recording
at home?
Oh definitely, and we always have. In the
1990s and early 2000s we would purchase
our own recording equipment. It was an
investment ultimately for tax purposes. It’s
a good investment as an artist whether
you’re a painter or writer, you can utilize
your copy paper or pens, stuff like that.
Whether it’s guitar strings or recording
equipment, definitely it’s an investment
and we’ve always worked from home. It’s
weird in a way, you’re able to work when
the moment strikes you, when you have
an idea. And there’s many a song I’ve
written in my kitchen while I’m chopping
vegetables, or doing the laundry, and it just
happens that way.
KAROLINA TUREK
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“

I’ve played it very
safe all along with
my finances.
—Bif Naked

”

How is your health these days?
I feel awesome, but you know I felt
awesome the day I was diagnosed. And
that’s the thing about early-stage cancer, it
doesn’t always give you symptoms. And a
lot of cancers, we can’t differentiate regular
joint pain from cancer. How would we
know, unless we get tested? I know a lot of
women who are over 40 and never been
for a mammogram. Early detection is the
key. I was in the best of my health the day
I was diagnosed with breast cancer. You
just never know. I’ve been a vegan since I
was in my 20s, I feel good, I have a healthy
lifestyle, and I have for a lot of years.

Did your home play a part in your
recovery from cancer?
Oh definitely. I was very fortunate to be
able to stay home, plus because I was
already self-employed, nothing changed
for me. I didn’t have to beg my boss to
give me time off to do chemo, like a lot of
women I knew. I still set my own schedule
and I still recorded a record while I was in
treatment, because I was home. It was the

Do you remember the process
of buying your apartment?
I’ve definitely had a mortgage through all
these years, and I’ve redone it. I was very
lucky to do it again when I was in cancer
treatment. I’ve played it very safe all along
with my finances. I’ve never been all that
flamboyant or rambunctious when it
comes to my spending.

Where do you see living in
the future?
I don’t know, to be honest. My husband was
living in New Westminster, B.C., before I met
him, and we just went through the process of
listing his apartment and selling it. Now with
my downtown apartment, I’m repainting the
whole thing, and I’m looking at it now that
it’s time for he and I to get a place together.
I’m considering listing my apartment that
I’ve had for over a decade that I have a lot of
emotion invested in and a lot of memories.
It’s kind of an exciting thing to do.

Be a Business Rock Star!
Setting up a home recording studio may not be as difficult as you think.
Dominion Lending Centres has a leasing division that can help you get
started on almost any business venture. DLC Leasing Inc. funds all types
of equipment for business use, from forklifts and photocopiers to golf carts and
electronic and video equipment. DLC Leasing allows you to lease-to-own recording
equipment for a term between two and five years at a minimum purchase of
$2,500. You pick out the equipment and we will find the right lender and rate that
will work for your needs. DLC Leasing works with virtually any type of business
entity including new businesses and start-ups. For more information about DLC’s
leasing options visit dominionlending.ca or email credit@dominionlending.ca.
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Roll with It

Fitness trainer Mandy Gill makes the
case for Summer Salad Rolls

C

all them spring rolls, summer rolls, salad rolls, fresh rolls—the common
denominator is that we’re certain these are the only kind of rolls you’ll want
this summer.
This easy-to-make recipe, bursting with flavour, can be served as a side dish at a sunny
barbecue or enjoyed as a full meal on its own. The cost to make rolls at home is a fraction of what
you’d pay in a restaurant or grocery store—plus you can add in whatever ingredients you’d like. I choose to
order nearly all the items below directly to my doorstep from Vitasave.ca, which has options for free shipping across Canada
and a commitment to make healthy living easy and affordable for everyone. It’s also vegan, gluten-free and dairy-free.

Summer Salad Rolls
Serving: 8-10 rolls
Total Time: 30 min

» 1 package spring roll rice paper wrappers
(found in the Asian section of your local
grocery store; go for the option with little
to no added sodium)
» 1 head romaine lettuce (finely chopped)
» 4-5 large rainbow carrots (peeled into thin
ribbons)
» ¼ cup chia seeds
» ¼ cup hemp seeds
» ½ cup fresh mint (this completes the
flavour)
» ½ cup Thai basil (sub cilantro if needed)

Lemon Garlic Tahini Sauce
Instructions:
1 Take a rice paper and dip it into warm
water. Immediately pull it out of the water,
letting it drip off for a second before
placing it onto a clean surface with a bit of
grip (a cutting board works well).
2 Lay carrots side by side in the centre of
the rice paper. This is where the colour will
come from.
3 Layer lettuce, mint, Thai basil, hemp and
chia seeds on top.
4 Pull up the bottom of the rice paper
wrapper like you would to wrap a burrito,
tucking the sides, and meeting at the
top edge. *Tip: use the first roll as an
experiment (and the one you eat), seeing
as it likely won’t be your prettiest!
5 Cut in half with a sharp knife and serve
with the Lemon Garlic Tahini sauce.

Serving: 2/3 cup

» ½ cup tahini (from raw or roasted sesame
seeds)

» ¼ cup warm water, plus more as needed
» 1 tbsp avocado oil
» 1 tbsp Flavorgod, lemon & garlic
» Squeeze of lemon, salt & pepper to taste
Instructions:
1 Add tahini, avocado oil, Flavorgod lemon &
garlic, and a squeeze of lemon into a small
mixing bowl. Combine together.
2 Add water a little at a time, continuing to
whisk, until you have a creamy sauce. Taste
and adjust seasonings as needed.
3 If you have any leftover sauce it can be kept
in the fridge for 1-2 weeks. It’s delicious on
salads, falafel, veggie burgers, and much
more!

MANDY GILL
is the founder of MGM
Fitness and MGM Fit
Foods. Find more at
Mandygill.com.
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To commemorate Canada’s 150th birthday, we asked friends
of Dominion Lending Centres from coast to coast to tell us—
in words and pictures—what it means to be Canadian

For me, Canada is a
magical country that is
beautiful, wild and free.
It’s an expansive place with
gorgeous scenery and open
spaces. I love nothing more
than cruising down an
open road with the wind
in my hair and the fresh
smell of nature in the breezy
air. O Canada, I Love you!
— Kyra Wong, BC
Lauren Smith, BC
16
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For me being Canadian means
FREEDOM! What I love the most
about living here is that I feel safe
and the beautiful nature all around
us. I love the outdoors and all the
activities I can do here. This is
actually the place I learned to ride
a bike which since then is one of
my favourite activities. I came from
Mexico in 2006 and my journey in
Canada has helped me grow as a
human being. Here I feel connected
with my inner self and with the
universe.
— Tabata Nava Herrera, BC

I love living in a country that
gives myself and the people I love
the freedom to do all the things
that set us on fire. I’m so grateful
to be born in this amazing country
and can’t wait to spend the rest of
my life exploring its beauty!
— Renee Huse, AB

When I think of Canada, one of
the first things that comes to mind
is the wonderful diversity in our
country, even from a geographical
perspective. We are so fortunate
to have such incredible nature
and scenery from coast to coast. I
can hike mountains in Alberta and
British Columbia, drive through the
blue prairie skies, or go camping in
northern Ontario or Quebec. I can
experience any culture imaginable
in Toronto, or soak up some of that
Maritime love. It makes me proud
to say that I live in a country with
such amazing natural beauty.
— Sabrina DiClemente, ON

I just became a Canadian
citizen in 2016 and this was a big
deal for me as it was a long time in
the making (23 years). My husband
was in the Canadian Forces
stationed overseas in Germany
between 1988 and 1993 and I
ended up being his “souvenir.”
Both he and my father-in-law
served in the Canadian Forces so
it was a very proud day for all of
us. Canada has welcomed me with
open arms and given me a lot of
opportunities. I’m looking forward
to giving back as a voting citizen.
— Carola Singer, AB

Michael Bain, NS
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One woman’s experience planning—
then living—her dream nuptials under the
open sky of her in-laws backyard
By Jeremy Deutsch

Some of the most stressful parts of planning a wedding involve
picking a venue for the reception. For Kate Brady, an events
manager by trade, she knew exactly what she wanted when it
was time to tie the knot in June 2015. Kate and her groom, John
Muddiman, transformed his parents’ Oakville, Ont., backyard into
the reception hall. While it wasn’t particularly traditional, it was
ideal for the couple. The reception, which included 100 of their
closest friends and family, involved a plexiglass dance floor over a
pool and a few other unique touches along the way.

W
ch

Kate Brady and John
Muddiman wanted their
wedding to be distinctive
and memorable. One way
to do that was to hold it
al fresco on his parents’
expansive property—but
that took planning
20
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Why did you choose a
backyard wedding?

Growing up, I always loved
that movie Father of the
Bride—it always looked
fun—and through the whole
wedding process I really
wanted something different. I was at the
age where we were the last of our friends
to get married, so I’d been to so many
weddings. It doesn’t really matter what you
do with it… it’s still going to feel very similar
to what someone else has done. I really
wanted something unique, and because
we’re in the backyard it really limited our
numbers. That really encouraged us to
have more of an intimate wedding.

can bus people in from the ceremony but
a lot of people chose to carpool on their
own. But that was a bit of an issue making
sure people aren’t being ticketed. For us,
it was a concern: how do we make sure
people aren’t drinking and
driving and they’re being
responsible and leaving
our property and getting
pulled over?

Do you think it was
more work to host
it at home?

What were some of the
challenges?
The flow itself. When you’re in
a backyard, you want to make
sure things function the way they would
if people were coming to any other venue
for a wedding. We brought in nice Porto-Potty trailers to make sure people
weren’t going through the house. From
a catering perspective, they need space.
My in-laws have a pretty large property, so
the kitchen was pretty expansive, and it
was fairly open-concept so they could use
the dining room and living room. Making
sure the ovens were up to code from a
cooking perspective for chefs that want to
produce that level of food. We were lucky
the way the backyard was structured; we
had no rain that day. Had it rained, the
whole flow and the vibe of the night would
have changed. If it rained, everybody
would have been forced into the tent and
then you’re trucking in the rain to go to
the bathroom. Parking was also a bit of a
challenge. There are tons of options: you
(All PHOTOS) Corina V Photography
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The one thing I
would say when
you’re planning a
backyard wedding
versus going to a
venue, a lot venues
will provide some
sort of an event
planner that will coordinate with the bride
and groom, so if you’re doing a backyard
wedding, you don’t get that. So if you
have the budget, having an event planner
to coordinate especially the day of… I did
bring in an event planner on the day to
manage all the vendors and make sure
set-up as going effectively and making
sure things were taken care of.

wedding, whether it rains, you just have to
have fun with it and not get too caught up
into those details. Make sure you’re doing
your research and you’re engaging vendors
that are trustworthy, that are reputable in
your area and know what they’re talking
about. If they’re reputable, they’re going to
give you advice, they going to guide you
through it.

Would you suggest others do
this?
Yes! It was so personal. Every little touch,
I wasn’t restricted, I really had free rein
and creative vision of what I really wanted
to do and I could envision the space and
we made it happen. In the end, it was
everything I had expected and more. After
the ceremony, the first thing I did was get
to the backyard and lock everyone out for
just five minutes just to take it all in. It’s so
cool. You’re in an environment where you
might be every day… to see it come to life
with your vision for you and your husband
or future bride, that’s really cool.

What kind of advice would you
give a couple considering a
backyard wedding?
I think, trust your gut and do what you
need to do to get the wedding to reflect
you. No matter where you are, whether
it’s the backyard or a venue, you want a
wedding to truly reflect the two people
getting married. Not to sweat the small
stuff. Because at the end of the day
something’s going to go wrong with the
Dominion Lending Centres OUR HOUSE SUMMER 2017
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www.baeumlerapproved.com
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T
Baeumler Approved is your best resource to connect
with VERIFIED and CERTIFIED home service
professionals in your area.
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Bryan Baeumler

“

The goal of the Baeumler Approved
program is simple. It provides
homeowners with an online resource
professionals.

“

Pro
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How the humble house
Terry Fox grew up in is
becoming a Canadian
landmark
By Jeremy Deutsch

T

he home at 3337 Morrill St. in Port
Coquitlam, B.C., is in a typical
suburban setting, surrounded by
green trees, well worn pavement and the
sounds of busy yard work. The home is
certainly pleasant and well maintained, but
doesn’t really stick out for any particular
reason. You likely wouldn’t know the
historical significance of this insignificantlooking structure.
“I have very strong memories of that
house and being inside,” Darrell Fox tells
Our House Magazine.
Fox is the younger brother of Canadian
hero Terry Fox. The family lived in the Port
Coquitlam home on Morrill Street for 16
years. Darrell, who was only a teenager
when his older brother embarked on
running the Marathon of Hope across
Canada in 1980, keeps a huge selection of
memories for the house.

Right: Terry Fox running his solo Marathon of
Hope in 1980; Below: Sister Judith, Terry and
their mother, Betty Fox, in the 1970s, before
Terry’s cancer diagnosis

Home of a

Provided by Darrell Fox
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Current occupants Terri and Doug Robertson (above)
learned that they were living in Terry Fox’s childhood
home long after Terri had bought it. The kitchen and
floors have been renovated, but many of the home’s
other elements look familiar to Terry’s brother, Darrell.

Today signs
mark the 10-km
route of Fox’s
training runs

24
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Terry would begin his training route for
the Marathon of Hope every day from the
home and spend hours mapping his course
on the kitchen table. Terry also spent his final
days in the home before cancer took his life.
“It is an important part of our history,”
Darrell says.
The Fox family purchased the home
in 1968 for $18,000—unbelievable
considering the cost of real estate in the
neighbourhood today. It was a brand new
build and the first home the family owned.
Darrell grew up in the home along with
his three other siblings including Terry. He
spent his formative years in the house.
There were countless days of ball hockey,
soccer and digging out rocks from the
front yard to plant grass. The doors, thanks
to family matriarch Betty Fox, were always
open to the neighbourhood. But there was
certainly pain.
Terry was diagnosed with a malignant
tumour in his leg in 1977 and had the leg
amputated at the age of 18. But it didn’t
slow him down. He would go on to plan

his Marathon of Hope to raise money for
cancer research and begin running in the
spring of 1980. Only a few months later, the
cancer returned and spread to his lungs.
He was forced to quit while traversing
northern Ontario. He died in June of 1981.
Darrell admits he’s blocked most of
that difficult time out of his mind. The
family sold the home and moved in 1984.
He said it was hard for his parents to live in
the home after his brother’s death and it
played a role in the family’s move.
But all these years later, Darrell sees the
home in a different, more positive light.
“I love to go back there and stand in
front of that house and stare at it,” he said.
“It’s hard not to stand in front of it and be
brought back in time because it looks so
similar. You don’t want to live in the past
but you want to go back there and cherish
those memories.”
When he goes back to visit his childhood
home, he’s greeted by the friendly faces
of Terri and Doug Robertson. The couple
currently owns the home. Terri bought the
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The Fox family’s
snapshots show
how the home
looked during
Terry’s childhood
and teenage years.
Today, the odd
visitor comes from
all the way across
the country to take
a look at the place
that gave rise to a
Canadian idol.
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home with her ex-husband in 2000, but at
the time had no idea of its significance. It
wasn’t until a few years later, watching the
news on TV, that she saw her house and
realized it belonged to a Canadian hero.
“First, I love the house and when I found
out three or four years later I started telling
people, ‘I live in Terry Fox’s house.’ I feel
important,” Terri says.
Leading a tour of the home, the owners
point out there have been some updates
and changes since Fox lived there. The
kitchen and floors have been renovated,
a secondary suite has been added, and
Terry’s room is now a home office. But the
bathtub is the same and the cement patio
out back, where the Fox kids carved their
names and Terry practiced his basketball
skills, remains intact. And whenever the
couple comes across a piece of the old
home, like the original bathtub, they’re sure
to call the Fox family to see if they want it.
And over the years as Terry’s legend grows,
the home has become a place for people
to stop by for a look. In one case, a teacher
(7) Jeremy Deutsch, (3) Darrell Fox
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came all the way from Ontario to knock on
the door and take a peek.
The way Doug sees it, the Robertsons
are stewards of the home. Other properties
in the area are being gobbled up by
developers and the land would be very

Terry would begin his
training route for the

Marathon of Hope
every day from the
home and spend hours
mapping his course on
the kitchen table.

attractive for redevelopment. “If we
were to ever sell, and we don’t have any
intention, I can see someone wanting to
knock it down,” Doug says.
While he doesn’t see the home on
Morrill as a heritage home in the classic
sense for its age or character, he believes

its significance does make it qualify for
the status.
To mark the 35th anniversary of the
Marathon of Hope in 2015, the cities of Port
Coquitlam, Coquitlam and Port Moody,
along with the Terry Fox Foundation,
recognized Terry’s training route with a
special 10-kilometre fun run. Each city
also put up permanent signs to mark the
route, including one in front of 3337 Morrill.
The next run is scheduled for 2020 on the
40th anniversary.
Darrell Fox never expected all those
years ago that his childhood home would
have such significance and be important to
so many people. It was after all, just a house.
“It’s what’s inside the house that makes
up the home,” he says. “We were a typical
Canadian family living the Canadian dream
in that house. We were pretty excited to
live in Port Coquitlam and to be starting to
focus and realize our dream. And there’s
nothing special about the house, but it was
special to us because we were inside it and
enjoying it.”
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Master

Builder
For someone who makes his living teaching
Canadians how to renovate, Bryan Baeumler
poses a surprising first question to homeowners:
Do you really want to do this?

I

By Jeremy Deutsch

t’s just after 11 a.m. at a job site in Burlington Ont., and Bryan Baeumler is
as busy as ever. The HGTV star and do-it-yourself guru’s day includes a
site meeting, finance meeting, answering countless emails and the worst
part, a dreaded trip to the dentist to fill a couple of cavities.
“I can’t wait,” he jokes during a chat with Our House Magazine. Truth
be told, his favourite days are when he’s not busy filming and he’s got
nothing to do but fill his belt with framing nails and swing a hammer. But
when you own a group of companies, head a charitable organization,
shoot a handful of TV shows, and have a young family, free time is scarce.
Baeumler’s face is everywhere these days as one of the highest-rated stars for
the Home and Garden channel. He’s currently shooting his second season of Bryan
Inc. three to four days a week, and running his construction business the rest of the
week. His other shows include House of Bryan, Leave it to Bryan and Home to Win.
He’s often asked how he balances his family obligations and marriage to his wife
Sarah with his business interests. And his answer is pretty straightforward: it’s a
constant struggle.
“To be totally honest, we could do what everyone else does and put a smile
on and just say, ‘We figure it all out and we put our focus everywhere,’ but I
don’t know anybody really who has figured out how to balance and schedule
all that stuff,” he says.
Instead, Baeumler suggests that, to make it all work, there is a lot of
adjusting. While he may be gone every weekend for six months, he sees it
as a means to an end. And he’ll change it up when he needs to, taking the
family on a vacation for weeks at a time.
“The key is to just understand the balance you have today is not
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the balance that’s going to work tomorrow, and it’s a constant
adjustment,” he says. “You just have to average it all out at the end
of the year and make sure it makes sense.”
While Baeumler may still be figuring out the finer points of
work/life balance, he has the construction and real estate industry
pretty well figured out.
His construction company, Baeumler Quality Construction, has
been behind a long list of projects in the Greater Toronto Area for
15 years. He’s also developed his own certification for contractors
through Baeumler Approved that helps homeowners connect with
contractors. He has his own custom cabinetry line with Baeumler
Custom Cabinetry and a charitable organization, the Baeumler
Family Foundation, which is committed to fostering the
advancement of children’s emotional and physical care,
and related research and education within Canada.
While he’s made a career of renovating and bringing
back homes from the grave, he does have some
surprising advice for those looking to renovate: It
may not be the best idea for the average homeowner.
Whether the homeowner will get value from a
renovation comes down to the neighbourhood and the
house itself, he explains. Continued on Page 32 }

Buying
in the
Midst

of a

Boom

Baeumler’s
advice on
fast-rising
home prices
and trying
to time the
market
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T

here’s little doubt
real estate markets
in some parts of
Canada, especially Vancouver
and Toronto, have been
overheated. It’s led politicians
in both B.C. and Ontario to
bring in measures to cool
the market.
Bryan Baeumler is already
noticing a cooling effect,
suggesting the bidding wars
have slowed down. But the TV
handyman is concerned for
the people who bought at the
tail end of those bidding wars.
He’s hoping the buyers are in
it for the long haul because if
the market corrects itself, their
gains will be smaller and could
even be reversed.
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Baeumler with his wife, Sarah, in
front of the Highview (top left),
one of the investment properties
they fixed and flipped on Bryan
Inc.; Highview interiors (above)

“You don’t need to buy. If
you get into a feeding frenzy
with a group of 20 or 30 people
bidding up and up, you can end
up overpaying and paying the
ultimate price,” he cautions.
As a builder, Baeumler and
his company look for properties
where the seller is motivated.
The best time to buy is during
an economic downturn or
correction in the market, he
adds. He also recommends
focusing on neighbourhoods
that are pre-gentrified. For
example, in Hamilton there
were some pretty rough
neighbourhoods that were
very affordable 10 years ago
that have turned around,
especially near the waterfront.

He says a home formerly
going for under $200,000 is
now selling for nearly half a
million—potential buyers now
have missed the boat.
“It’s a tough market right
now; I always say you don’t
necessarily want to be the top
bidder, because you may not
be buying the best performer,”
he said. “Everybody looks back
five years and says, ‘I wish I
bought five years ago,’ and in
a hot market everybody looks
forward and says what if things
are cheaper in five years?”
As long as you’re buying for
the long term, and especially if
the property has rental potential, the time for getting into
the market is always now.
(6) Si Entertainment
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“

A lot of the time people over-customize for
a potential buyer, not realizing that a lot of
buyers who come in, myself included, would
rather have an untouched home that I can
come in and put my personal style on
it, do my own thing and get it for
a lower price and a faster closing
than buy a home that’s pre-renovated.

”

s
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If you’re considering a
major renovation to your
home, there are a few
things you might want
to know before you get
started. Gert Martens, a
mortgage broker with
Dominion Lending Centres
in Alberta, notes that
financing for a renovation
is similar to getting a
mortgage in that the
same process and steps
are involved. There are
several financing options
available, including a
refinancing of the current
mortgage, taking a second
mortgage, or using a line
of credit. Whichever you
choose, here are some
helpful tips:
1 Get pre-approved and
make sure there is equity
in your home if you
decide to refinance.
2 Know your budget
and know what your
renovation will cost you.
3 Research your contractor.
4 Choose improvements
that add the most value
to your home.
5 Anticipate some
unexpected costs. When
you start opening up
walls there are often
surprises. Make sure
there’s cash available to
cover the unexpected.

or
if
n-
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If you’re in business and you’ve done your
homework and you’ve put the hours in,
it’s critically important to have
a lending partner or a lending
solution provider you can lean on
in times of need.

”

In the past it was the basement, bathroom and kitchens where
you’d get your money back, but the hot housing market, at least in
Toronto and Vancouver, have changed the dynamics. People now
want to put their own stamp on a home.
“A lot of the time people over-customize for a potential buyer,
not realizing that a lot of buyers who come in, myself included,
would rather have an untouched home that I can come in and put
my personal style on it, do my own thing and get it for a lower
price and a faster closing than buy a home that’s pre-renovated,”
Baeumler says.
Baeumler recommends people really research the market
around them and look at their own circumstances if they want to
renovate. He urges people to spend their money on the permanent
items that affect the long-term value of the house rather than
cosmetics.
“I always tell people… I think everybody at their root
understands what should be done to their home versus what they
want to do,” he says. I’m starting to see more and more consumers
who are going to buy a house and that’s the stuff they’re looking
for. They want to know when they come in, they want to see a
32
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stack of paper that says this house is built
properly, it’s been inspected and it’s safe,
it’s efficient… because all the rest of the
stuff is cosmetic.”
When it comes time to spend, Baeumler
has often relied on mortgage brokers or
private lenders to come up with creative
solutions to get the job done.
“Having the proper source of financing
and someone that can work with you
and someone who is creative and really
maximizes your ability to accomplish the
task is critically important to any business
or any family,” he says.
Baeumler also stresses the importance
of getting the right funding for the right
project. While it’s the responsibility of
the lender to do everything it can to
provide the funds and terms the borrower
is looking for, the borrower also has the
responsibility to make sure they’re making
the right call. They need to ensure they are
living within their means,
and that any risks they are
taking have been taken into
account.
“If you’re in business and
you’ve done your homework
and you’ve put the hours
in, it’s critically important to
have a lending partner or a
lending solution provider you
can lean on in times of need,”
he says.

What it’s all about

Baeumler admits it’s a struggle to make
time for his family (top left) on top of his
three TV shows, his construction company
and charitable work. The Baeumler Family
Foundation (left) provides renovations
for children and families in need of
accessibility, safety and security in order
to create a nurturing and positive home
environment.

Baeumler has called the state of the prime minister’s residence in Ottawa a national
embarassment, but successive occupants have been wary of a backlash should they launch
an expensive rebuild. Baeumler thinks it can be done for a fraction of the cost cited

Prime Property

Baeumler has some pointed views on what to do
about the Prime Minister’s crumbling residence

O

ver the last decade as Canada’s
No. 1 do-it-yourself builder,
Baeumler has proven he’s not
afraid to tackle a difficult renovation or
build. But there’s one address even he
might have to think twice about before
getting his hands dirty.
For years, 24 Sussex Drive in Ottawa,
better known as the official residence of
the prime minister, has been in disrepair
and in need of a complete makeover.
And Baeumler hasn’t been shy to offer
his opinion about the Canadian version
of the White House. During a television
interview, he called the home an
“embarrassment.” The comment may
have made some waves, but he isn’t
about to walk it back. And he has the
knowledge to back it up.
He’s talked to prime ministers and
their families who have lived there and
understands the history behind the
home. As he explains, it wasn’t originally
built for the leader of the country and
during a massive renovation years ago,
much of the heritage was stripped away.
Also, the home is filled with asbestos
and the heating and ventilation systems
are inefficient.
While 24 Sussex may desperately
need a little more than hammer and
nails, Baeumler believes politics has left
the residence in its shabby condition.
Successive prime ministers have been
reluctant to be the one to spend the
money needed to make the home livable.

“The guy that’s in there that pulls
the trigger and says, Let’s fix my place
up,’ he’s going to get roasted and I
think that’s an asinine and immature
way for our political system to
operate,” Baeumler says. “I think it’s
the wrong view for Canadians to take.
It’s not the prime minister’s house,
it’s owned by Canada. To me it’s not
political, it’s a piece of our Canadian
infrastructure the government and
people of Canada own. It’s a dump, so
let’s put it out to a couple architects to
rebuild it.”
He also suggests the cost doesn’t
need to be in $1,500-per-square-foot
range that’s been floated around.
Instead, he believes it can be done
properly for about $300 to $400 a
square foot.
So is he the right guy to take on
the job? While he admits it would be
a cool project, he says there are other
talented builders in the country who
could do a great job.
“I like a challenge,” he says. “My
favourite jobs are where we go into
an old heritage home built on a stone
rubble foundation that is in imminent
collapse as possible and restructuring
that thing and turning it back into
something that’s a work of art. That’s
the kind of stuff I would love to work on.
Twenty-four Sussex is a home like that,
but I think there’s much more interesting
properties in Canada for sure.”
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TOOLBOX

Financial News, Tips + Expert Advice
From Dominion Lending Centres

IN THIS ISSUE
25 Ways to retire your
mortgage faster
• Down payment rules
• Calculating mortgage
penalties • Why I chose
a mortgage broker

Ottawa tightened
the rules around mortgages
last fall to stop two
markets from overheating.
But the changes are making
it harder for some
Canadians to own a home
right across the country

»

By Jeremy Deutsch

Changing
the

Rules

(2) iStock
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ody has given his life and career to serve Canada in the military. That devotion
has also meant a life of moving around to different parts of the country when
duty calls. While he knew that was the case going in, he still decided to take
the plunge and buy a home in Cold Lake, Alta., where he was stationed at the
Canadian Forces Base. But as life in the military would have it, earlier this year
he was posted to Ontario. It’s hard enough to drop everything and move across the country.
So he didn’t think much when it came time to obtain the mortgage on his new house.
He looked into porting his mortgage
(switching it from one property to
the other), but he ran into a problem.
Cody, who prefers not to use his last
name, was approved two years ago at
the contract rate, and under mortgage
rule changes brought in last fall by the
federal government, he had to qualify at
a new rate. Unfortunately, this reduced
his purchase price to the point where he
couldn’t afford to purchase a home at his
new posting. Making matters worse, he
had to pay a penalty for getting
out of his old mortgage.
He’s been forced to rent
and wait possibly
years before buying
another home.
His story is just
one of hundreds,
if not thousands,
from people
around the country
caught in the middle
of changes made to
the mortgage industry.
For mortgage brokers, Oct.
3, 2016, was like Black Tuesday
in 1929. While no one was jumping out of
buildings, the surprise announcement sent
shockwaves through the industry.
It was the day the government introduced a number of changes including
a “stress test” that all new mortgages
needed to qualify at the greater of
either the Bank of Canada posted rate
36
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for mortgages (4.64 per cent) or the
contract rate.
Portfolio (bulk) insurance on low loanto-value mortgages (with at least 20%
down payments), used predominantly by
monoline lenders, would have to meet the
same criteria as high-ratio mortgages (less
than 20 per cent down).
Additionally, mortgages with
amortizations of more than 25 years,
refinancings, mortgages on homes valued
at more than $1 million, and property that
is not owner-occupied can no
longer qualify for portfolio
insurance.

The industry
fights back
While the changes
were meant to
avoid a housing
crash similar
to that which
afflicted the U.S. in
2008, hobbling the
economy, the mortgage
industry doesn’t see it
that way. Instead, leaders in the
industry believe the new rules have hurt
ordinary Canadians, making getting into
a home—and keeping it—more expensive.
But they’ve been fighting back, and not all
that quietly.
For months, Mortgage Professionals
Canada (MPC), a national association that
represents the mortgage industry, has

been meeting Members of Parliament and
officials in the finance ministry to make the
case against the changes.
MPC president and CEO Paul Taylor
says his organization has been doing its
best to coordinate as many meetings as
possible with MPs in Ottawa and educate
them on the effects of the changes.
“We are seeing, and our members
are telling us, there’s quite a significant
reduction in volumes obviously for the folks
who were more reliant on securitization
then others,” he says. “So that’s definitely
reducing competition and increasing prices
for consumers in the marketplace, which we
don’t think is good for average Canadians.”
So far, Taylor notes, the federal
government hasn’t budged on the issue.
The feds feel the changes they made
were the right ones, he suggests, and are
waiting until the effects are seen and felt
through market data before making any
adjustments.
In April, the Standing Committee
on Finance released a report looking
into the changes, making a number of
recommendations. But rolling back the new
rules from the fall of 2016 didn’t make the
list. Instead, the report, “Canada’s Housing
Markets: Benefits, Barriers and Bringing
Balance,” offered five recommendations.
These included having the government
examine increased support for first-time
homebuyers, using Statistics Canada to
address gaps in housing-related data,
ensuring further changes to mortgage
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Allies in the House
The industry appears to have a friend in
the official Opposition. Conservative MP
for Central Okanagan-Similkameen-Nicola
Dan Albas, who also sits on the Standing
Committee on Finance, suggested the
government was “heavy handed” in bringing in the changes, adding his concern
there was the lack of consultation with the
industry. He also argues that elements of
the changes make for a less competitive
market, which can put higher costs on
consumers.

“

regulations do not occur until enough
time has passed to assess the effects of
the first round of changes, and seeing that
mortgage regulations treat all mortgage
lenders fairly.
The situation hasn’t stopped MPC and
the industry from keeping up the pressure.
The organization coordinated its first
annual Parliament Hill awareness day in
March while also adding a section on its
website for advocacy, providing a simple
tool to allow brokers to write a letter to
their MP.

New Rules Hurt
At Dominion Lending Centres, the company’s president, Gary Mauris, provided
testimony at the standing committee and
met with officials at the Bank of Canada in
March. DLC also spearheaded a campaign
called New Rules Hurt, which includes
a website, newruleshurt.ca, where ordinary Canadians can tell their stories of
struggle due to the mortgage rule
changes.
Mauris sees the
government’s action as
a punishment to the
rest of country to deal
with two hot housing
markets in Toronto
and Vancouver. “The
rule changes affected
everyone across
Canada—hard-working
Canadian families that have
(3) iStock
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The rule changes affected
everyone across Canada —hardworking Canadian families that have
dreamed of homeownership and they’ve
either achieved it or [they] were looking
to purchase a home. Those were the ones
that were affected in every market.

dreamed of home
ownership and
they’ve either
achieved it or
[they] were looking
to purchase a
home. Those
were the ones that were affected in every
market,” he said.
Mauris believes a U.S.-style housing
crash isn’t possible in Canada. He argues
that lenders in Canada are conservative by
nature, adding that it’s far more difficult
to qualify for a mortgage in this country.
Mauris also notes how default rates in
Canada are the lowest in the world at less
than 0.3 per cent.
“We are very resilient and the actual
quality of loans we approved in Canada for
decades have been written to very prudent
underwriting standards,” he says. “We
want the mortgage qualifying rules to be
prudent, We want good lending.”
Mauris does see a silver lining
in that the new rules have
galvanized the industry
to come together
and speak up. “The
longer we keep
sustained pressure,
the more Canadians
understand the effect
[the rule changes are]
having, the greater
progress we’re going to
make,” he says.

”

The Conservatives wrote a dissenting
report to accompany the standing committee’s report, suggesting the measures were
“poorly developed and poorly received.”
The Opposition recommended that the
changes be reversed and that housing policies in Canada should encourage rather
than discourage home ownership. The
report added that housing policies should
help foster a more competitive mortgage
lending industry, rather than favouring the
large banks.
“While everyone wants to see a stable
industry… the problem is they’re emphasizing
stability at the expense of competitiveness
and at the expense of affordability, which
in my opinion does not make sense,” Albas
told Our House Magazine.
He also says his party is taking the
issue seriously and trying to educate all
MPs about the negative effects of the
changes. But Albas believes the discussion
needs to be had at the community level
if the federal government is going to
change its mind.
■ To learn more about the industry’s
efforts visit MPC’s website
mortgageproscan.ca and newruleshurt.ca.
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TOOLBOX

Soft Landing

coming
Dominion Lending Centres’ Chief Economist,
Dr. Sherry Cooper, probes the outlook for
home buyers and sellers
By Gord Hamilton

C

DR. SHERRY COOPER
is the chief economist
at DLC and an awardwinning authority on
economics.
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hange is coming to Canadian real estate markets with more moderate growth
replacing the volatile price spikes that have characterized the hottest regions,
says Dominion Lending Centres chief economist Dr. Sherry Cooper.
She sees encouraging signs that the boom will not be followed by a bust. “It’s a soft
landing,” she says.
There are early signs of an upswing in the number of new listings in most Canadian
real estate markets that is providing buyers with more choice, which Cooper sees as a
sign that the real estate market is returning to more normal growth patterns.
Her advice to sellers: The tide is turning. Don’t wait any longer expecting prices to
climb dramatically higher. Start making decisions to sell.
For buyers, she says there is no need to panic that you are going to miss out. More
supply is coming onto the market so don’t get yourselves into competitive buying
situations that could cause you to pay more than a property is worth.
Ontario’s Golden Horseshoe in particular witnessed a noticeable surge in new listings
in the weeks leading up to the market-cooling measures announced by the Ontario
government on April 20. Cooper expects price increases to moderate in the second half
of the year, dropping to five per cent or less in 2018.
Cooper also only foresees a slight chance of a small increase in interest rates this year.
“I don’t think the Bank of Canada is going to hike interest rates until maybe the middle of
next year,” she says.
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Regional variations
Nationwide home sales are increasing –
up 1.1 per cent from February to March –
with centres like London and St. Thomas,
Ont., showing growing strength. In
Montreal, an improving economy has
buoyed the housing market, where Cooper
says a shortage of new listings has created
“a bit of a seller’s market.” Prices are down
slightly in Quebec City, which, Canada
Mortgage and Housing Corp. describes
as a buyer’s market.
In Atlantic Canada, sales are generally
steady and prices stable, with some
exceptions, such as Halifax, where prices
are up 2.6 per cent. In B.C., prices in the
Lower Mainland have moderated after
market-cooling measures were introduced
last year, and sales activity is beginning to
pick up.
Alberta is experiencing the beginnings
of a recovery from the downturn that
followed the 2014 collapse in oil prices. The
number of listings and rental vacancy rates
is still higher than the long-term average
in Calgary, but Cooper believes real estate
prices have bottomed. Although oil prices
have recently declined, oil production
has likely bottomed with a return of job
growth coming. That will moderate the
current supply of home listings.

Moderation ahead
Although real estate activity is driven by
local conditions that create variations in
supply, demand, and affordability across
the country, national trends can provide
important indicators. Cooper says there
is a significant connection between what
happens in the major housing markets
and the Canadian economy as a whole.
Housing as a percentage of GDP is at a
record high. Affordability is still an issue
in many major centres, and speculation
on residential property remains a concern
in the Greater Golden Horseshoe, but
the overall trend of a return to moderate
growth spells good news for the economy
as a whole.
PHOTO CREDIT
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Secrets
your Banker
Doesn’t Want

You to Know
Twenty-five or 30 years can sound
like an impossibly long time to service
a loan, and for many of us, it is. Smart
borrowers find ways to slash that
amortization period, and find financial
freedom sooner. Here are some
tried-and-true tactics to pay off
your mortgage faster By Len Anderson

Make a double
mortgage payment
Doing this once a year can
shave over four years off the
mortgage. Sometimes you can
skip a payment later on too…
if you really, really need to.
(Try not to.) If your payment is
$2,000 a month, four years of
no payments equals $96,000
in savings!
1

Increase the
frequency
of payment
For example, go from monthly
to bi-weekly accelerated
payments. These can shave
over three years off your
mortgage. At $2,000 a month,
three years of no payments is
worth $72,000!
2

Increase your
payment
For example a one-time 10%
increase can shave four years
off the mortgage. (That’s
$96,000 again!) Imagine if
you bumped the payment 10%
every year from the get-go. You
would be mortgage-free in 13
years—start to finish! Can’t do
it? How about 5% every year?
You would be mortgage-free in
18 years! How about increasing
the payment by the amount of
your annual raise?
3

Lump sum payments
Same idea—the
mortgage is gone way faster!
Even just one extra payment a
year equivalent to one monthly
payment will give you similar
results as #2 above. How about
using your annual work bonus?
4

Renegotiate
whenever rates drop
Generally this is a good idea,
however get independent
professional advice (a costbenefit analysis) to make sure it
makes sense for you at that time.
5

40
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A 1% reduction on a $300,000
mortgage will save $250 a
month—times five years, that’s
$15,000.
Keep your credit
rating high
Always pay your bills on time.
Never let payments slip past
their due date—these will affect
the mortgage rate you get
quoted. Always keep balances
low in relation to credit limits on
credit cards, lines of credit, etc.
Fifty per cent or less is best even
if you pay the balances in full
every month. It’s generally your
statement balance each month
that gets reported to the credit
bureau. So if your credit limit
is $3,000 and you are running
$3,000 a month through the
card each month (to collect all
those points you never spend)
and paying in full, it will look like
you are maxing out your credit
limit and your credit score will
drop accordingly.
6

Increase your
7
mortgage
Yeah, I know that sounds
backwards! Use it to pay off
your credit card debt, line of
credit, car loan and so on for a
better rate and a set payment
plan. Oh, you say, you don’t
want to extend the repayment
period of that stuff by rolling
it into your mortgage? Then
keep the total payment amount
the same but pay it in one
neat monthly payment to the
increased mortgage.
Make an RRSP
contribution
Then use your income tax refund
to pay down your mortgage.
8

Switch to a
9
variable rate
But keep your mortgage
payments the same as if on a
fixed rate. Variable rates usually
(3) ISTOCK
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win out over fixed rates. By
paying more than is required,
you will pay off the mortgage
faster. It’s also a buffer in
case the rate rises above the
fixed rate for short periods
of time. Caution: variable
rates are not for everyone.
Get independent professional
advice to find out what is best
for you.

nd

ly

Downsize your
house
Two good friends and clients
of mine, having followed many
of the tips here, are in great
shape, except they have a sixbedroom house. Two people,
six beds—go figure. They are
nearly debt-free, so no biggy,
14

Have a payment
priority
Define your various debts by
category.
17

Pay off the debt
with the highest
interest rate first
18

Pay tax-deductible
loans off last
And slowest. Pay the non-taxdeductible loans first and fastest.
19

Pay off ugly debt
first
Stuff like credit card balances.
20

Imagine if you bumped the
payment 10% every year
from the get-go. You would
be mortgage-free in 13 years!
Take your mortgage
10
with you
When you move, switch your
old mortgage to the new
property to avoid a penalty or
higher rate on a new mortgage.
This is called “porting.” Make
sure that your mortgage has
this feature. It is not widely
known and could save you a
ton of dough.

t

nt

Don’t ever buy
on layaway
You know, those six-monthsdon’t-pay schemes. You think,
“No problem, I’ll just pay it in
six months, it will be okay.”
Yeah, right.
13

Set up automatic
11
savings
Set aside even $10 off every
paycheque. When it reaches
the amount of one mortgage
payment, apply it to the
mortgage. This concept goes
nicely with #4.
Unhook from the
money drip
Just stop paying with your
fancy points credit or debit
card. These make it way too
easy to overspend. Go old
school, go off the grid and pay
cash. It works!
12

but can you say the same?
Circumstances change; make
the adjustments along the way.
Rent out the
basement
Don’t want to move? Convert
spare rooms to rental and use
the income to pay down debt.
15

Make your mortgage
16
tax-deductible
If you are self-employed, own
rental property or have investments, this is likely possible. I
won’t go into details here; just
ask your DLC mortgage broker.

Payoff bad debt next
Stuff like car loans, boat
loans. Things that depreciate
in value.
21

Pay off good
debt last
Stuff like mortgages, investment
loans. Debt for assets that
should appreciate in value is the
least harmful to your net worth.
22

Buy a new car
outright
Finance it if you have to; don’t
lease. Exception: if you are selfemployed leasing might make
sense.
23

Use your secret
stash
You have $20,000 in a bank
account for a rainy-day fund and
$20,000 owing on a line of credit.
Seriously? The bank account is
paying you next to no interest
(which is taxable income to boot)
and the line of credit rate is way
higher (and not tax deductible).
You know what to do. You can
keep the line of credit open and
on standby for a rainy day. Make
it the secret line of credit that you
have but never use.
24

Give your Banker
more money
No, really. Keep enough in your
chequing account to meet
the minimum requirement to
waive your service charges.
Some banks charge a fee for
transactions and nothing, zero,
zilch, zip if you keep $2,500 in
the account. Let’s see, $10 x 12
is $120 a year to pay off debt.
I’d have to earn 5% with the
$2,500 in my savings account
to come out ahead. No-brainer
here. Oh yeah, if you need more
than 25 transactions a month,
see #12 above.
25

Bonus tip
(and most important)
Let’s face it, you’re not the
government and you’re not
a bank. You can’t run deficits
forever and you won’t get a
bailout. So stop procrastinating
already! See 1 through 25 above
and take action now.

Borrower beware

Be wary of some too-good-to-be-true, ultra-low-rate
mortgages. These “no frills” mortgages are often loaded
with restrictions like pre-payment limitations, fully-closed
terms, stripped-out features, or unusual penalties. You
really need to compare product to product. If you’re
not looking at what you’re giving up, you may regret it
in the future. This alone could prevent you from taking
advantage of tips #1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 14, 16 and 22.

Len Anderson
is a Dominion
Lending Centres
accredited mortgage
professional based in
Vancouver, B.C.
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Getting the O
Down Payment

DOWN
Five things you need to know
about your cash up front
By Nathan Lawrence
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ne of the essential aspects of
every mortgage application is
the discussion around your down
payment. Home purchases in Canada
require a minimum cash payment of
your own funds to be put towards the
deal—your stake in the purchase. It is
important that during the discussions with
your Mortgage Broker that all the cards
are on the table pertaining to your down
payment. Be up front about your down
payment and where it is coming from.
Doing so can save you time and stress later
on in the process.
Most home buyers are aware that they
will require a certain amount of money
for a down payment. What many do not
realize is that lenders are required to verify
the source of the funds to ensure that they
are coming from an acceptable source.
Here are a few facts to keep in mind:
ISTOCK
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All large or unusual deposits need to be
verified to ensure the source of those large
deposits can be confirmed and can be
used towards the down payment.
» Received a gift from an immediate family
member? Easy, Gift Letter signed.
» Sold a vehicle? Easy, provide receipt
of sale.
» CRA Tax Return? Easy, Notice of Assessment confirming the return amount.
» Transfer of funds from your TFSA? Easy,
provide the 90-day history for the TFSA,
showing the withdrawal.
» Friend lent you money for the house
purchase? Deal breaker.
» A large deposit into your account that
you cannot provide confirmation for?
Deal breaker!
You were told that your minimum down
payment was 5%. You have that. However,
did you know that you are also required to
show that you have an additional 1.5% of
the purchase price saved to cover closing
costs such as legal fees?

Lenders require a 90-day bank
account history for the bank account
holding the down payment funds.
The statements must include
your name, account number and
statement dates.
A common hesitation that we
often hear from clients is that their
bank statements include a lot of
personal details. As professionals,
we completely understand our
clients’ concerns pertaining to
their personal information and we
always ensure that information is
protected. Statements provided
with blacked-out names, account
numbers or any other details are not
acceptable. Unaltered documents
are a requirement of confirming the
down payment funds.

Ensure that the funds for the down
payment and closing costs stay in your
bank account once you’ve provided
confirmation. Those funds should only
leave your account when they are provided
to your lawyer to complete the purchase.
Lenders have the right to request updated
statements closer to closing to ensure that
the down payment is still there. If money
is moved around, or spent, or if there are
more large deposits into your account,
those will all have to be confirmed.
The last thing that anyone wants when purchasing a property is
added stress or for something to go wrong late in the process.
Be open with your Mortgage Broker; we are here to help and to
guide you through the process. Not
sure about something pertaining to
your down payment funds? Ask us.
We are here to make sure you know
exactly what you need to do.
■ Thinking about buying a home,
rental or vacation property? Talk
to a dedicated Dominion Lending
Centres Mortgage Professional in
your area at dominionlending.ca
to find out about what your down
payment requirements will be.

Nathan Lawrence
is part of
DLC Lakehead
Financial, based in
Thunder Bay, Ont.
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Penalty
Box

There are two ways the mortgage
penalty can be calculated.

Get to know the
costs involved
before you
break your
mortgage
agreement
By Pam Pikkert

Pam Pikkert
is part of DLC
Regional Mortgage
Group based in
Red Deer, AB.
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W

e have all heard the
horror stories about
huge mortgage
penalties. Like the time your
friend wanted to refinance her
home so that she could open a
small business only to find out
that it was going to cost her
$13,000 to break her mortgage.
This should not come as a
surprise. It would have been in
the initial paperwork from the
mortgage lender and seen again
at the lawyer’s office.
A mortgage is a contract
and when it is broken there is a
penalty assessed and charged.
Homeowners will have agreed
to this. The institution that lent the money did so
with the expectation that it would see a return
on that investment, so when the contract is
broken there is a penalty to protect its interests.
If you think about it, there is even a penalty to
break a cellphone contract, so the provider can
recoup the costs it incurred. It stands to reason
that there should be a penalty on a mortgage.
The terms of the penalty are clearly outlined
in the mortgage approval which you will sign.
The onus is on you to ask questions and make
sure you are comfortable with the terms of the
mortgage offer. With so many mortgage lenders
in Canada, you can very easily seek out other
options if needed.
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1

2

Three months interest – This is a very simple one
to figure out. You take the interest portion of the
mortgage payment and multiply it by three.
For instance: Mortgage balance of

$300,000 at 2.79 per cent
= $693.48/month interest
x three months,
or $2080.44 total penalty.
OR

The Interest Rate Differential – This is where
things get trickier. The IRD is based on:
» The amount you are pre-paying; and,
» An interest rate that equals the difference
between your original mortgage interest
rate and the interest rate that the lender can
charge today when re-lending the funds for the
remaining term of the mortgage.

In Canada there is no one-size-fits-all rule for how
the Interest Rate Differential is calculated. It can vary
greatly from lender to lender. There can be a very big
difference depending on the comparison rate that
is used. I have seen this vary from $2,850 to $12,345
when all else was equal but for the lender.
■ Given that six out of 10 mortgages in Canada
are broken around the 36-month mark,
wouldn’t it be better to find out before you
sign how your mortgage lender calculates its
penalty just in case? The best way to get more
information is to contact your local Dominion
Lending Centres mortgage professional at
dominionlending.ca.
iStock
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Things
to note

» You will be assessed the
greater of the two penalties.
» You should always call your
lender directly to get the
penalty amount. Do not rely
on online calculators.
» You can avoid the penalty by
porting the current mortgage
if you are moving or waiting
until the end of the term.
» A variable-rate mortgage
is usually accompanied by
only the three-month interest
penalty.
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Centres mortgage
professional, they opted
to take a pass on the
banks and go with a
mortgage broker. They
couldn’t be happier with
the decision.

Why
did you choose a
mortgage broker?
OUR HOUSE

vera costa I was going

Why I Chose a

Mortgage
Broker

Self-employed and expecting a new child,
Vera and Michael Costa were sold on their
broker’s flexibility and personal service
By Jeremy Deutsch

L

ike many young families, Vera Costa and her husband,
Michael, had been renting their home in the Toronto suburb
of Etobicoke when they made the decision to jump into the
market, after owning homes in the past. After a lengthy search
in a heated market, in April 2016 the couple found a new home
to accommodate their growing family about 45 minutes away in
Burlington. At a price of $455,000, their new semi-detached home
was in a great neighbourhood close to Lake Ontario. But for small
business owners like them, getting the required financing can be
tricky. So when their Realtor recommended a Dominion Lending
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to my bank and my
bank didn’t do much to
offer me a better rate or
take the time to give me
options. I’d never dealt
with a mortgage broker;
I’ve always done the
typical bank [loan], but
our Realtor was the one
who recommended our
broker. Because our budget was so tight,
with my husband being self-employed, our
broker was able to work some numbers
out and we decided to go with him. We
met with our broker and basically he
got us a great rate and he was super
accommodating with everything. I was
pregnant at the time and he even came
to our house [at the] last minute when we
needed to sign off on papers.

How was your experience
working with a mortgage broker?
OH

vc It was great. He was easy to deal with,

he was accommodating. We’re very busy.
My husband and I both work full time and
we have businesses on the side and with
the kids, so our broker was able to meet
us on the weekend or even come to our
house when something was needed at the
last minute. He was wonderful and I would
definitely use him again. I’ve been referring
him to friends and family.

What advice would give
someone in your situation?
OH

vc Don’t go to a bank. Go to a mortgage

broker first. There’s more flexibility.
Asif A. Kasim
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For every stage in your life,
we find the best mortgage to suit your needs.
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Find a Dominion Lending Centres Mortgage Professional in your area:

1-888-806-8080 | www.dominionlending.ca
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